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Cromwell has been taken. Brie and Zander must go after him. And over in the city of Haven, the war

rages onÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Return to Haven one final time in the pulsating, breathtaking GRAND FINALE of

the Enhanced Series.BUY NOW!Books in the Enhanced Series:The Enhanced (Book One)Hybrid
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This book had so many surprises it was amazing. Brie and Zander are embroiled in the really hard

battle for Haven when they are forced to save Director Cromwell. After saving him from the enemy

who calls themselves the Cure, they are forced to hide him until they can defeat the elementals (

people who can control the elements). When they return they discover he had been kidnapped. It's

a long, arduous journey to protect the people and defeat the Cure. They not only have to defeat the

Cure but save Director Cromwell. It's a hard fought battle with many surprises



This is the 10th & final book in The Enhanced series. This book finds the Nameless & Cromwell's

forces united, embroiled in a bitter war against the Cure. In this tale of wartime & good vs. evil, there

were bound to be some casualties along the way, but some of those losses are tough to take &

have left me heartbroken. After 10 books, the characters have taken on such a strong life of their

own that I found myself in tears several times. Nevertheless, one of the things that makes a great

book is the way in which it draws the reader into the story. For me, this entire series has

accomplished that goal. Just the fact that I feel such a sense of loss at the end of a truly awesome

series, as well as the death of certain individual characters therein, speaks to the skill of the writer &

the depth of his words. What I most want to communicate to others is what an excellent, exceptional

series this is, & what a superior writer Mr. Edge is. I highly recommend this book, as well as any &

all other books by this author.

It was a rush of emotions reading this last book. I wanted to know how it ended and yet I know that

someone , don't want to say who would died. I was so sad, but yet I kind of understood why. These

characters have become like friends who you want things to go well for. While the ending was good,

part of me wanted more. If you haven't read this Series, you should you won't be disappointed, it's

full of thrill and excitement! T.C Edge thank you for letting me part of your reading team, can't wait to

see what else you put out for us to read!

I loved this series from beginning to end. It's my favorite TC series. I loved the way he wrapped it up

in the end and I really had no idea which way it would go. I read a ridiculous amount of books and

this was one of few that I couldn't guess the ending to. I love being surprised. I only wish there

would of been a bit more to Adryan and Bries love story. Maybe a stolen moment of heat or a bit

more passion. Something that really solidified their love more than an I love you through a

communicator. I only say this because at the end of one of the books in the series I seriously

questioned his love for her. I wish there would of been a bit more there. Although I was saddened by

Zander's death I did feel it was necessary. I was happy to see Rycard alive. This book tied

everything together nicely and I almost though he was going to pull a GRR Martin and kill everyone

off or a "Skeletin Key" (the movie) where the bad guys win. All in all definitely worth the read. Would

make an awesome movie/tv series.

I really enjoyed this series. This book did tie up most of the loose ends, but I didn't think it was

necessary to kill off that particular main character. I would really like to read the alternate ending the



author mentions at the end of the book. I also would have liked more interaction between Adryan

and Brie. Though this series wasn't a love story per se, their interactions and mission were a big

part of a couple of books. So in that regard, I don't feel this particular loose end was tied up very

well. All in all, it was a good ending to the series.

There are no spoilers in this review....Fantastic conclusion...The detail in this book was exceptional

it was like watching things unfold through the eye's of the character. Looking forward to the next

book by this author. I recommend this series as well as all works by this author. Thank you Mr. Edge

well done:)

Wow great series I've read all 10 books which were free as an arc member ever book ties to the

other brie and her brother were very close and did some amazing things I don't believe that I have

read a better series then this I can't wait to start the Warriors series with Keri

This is a great book. It concludes the series in a very thought out way. My only complaint is that I'm

a happy ending person and the ending was hard for me. I realize that every story can't and shouldn't

have rainbows and unicorns at the end but I was hoping. This has been a really good series full of

adventure and hope. Start your adventure right now!
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